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Form and Function
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Selecting a Bestbath product ensures you’ll have a
solution that will go the distance. All of our bathing
products install quickly and are easy to clean and
maintain, so you can spend more time enjoying your
new shower or tub and less time scrubbing it. Plus,
Bestbath products are made in the USA and come
with a 30-year limited warranty, so you can relax
knowing you’re covered now and in the future.
Perhaps most importantly, your Bestbath shower or tub is designed to offer years of flexibility while adapting to
changing needs. As your requirements change, so can the features and accessories of your shower. Add grab bars,
soap dishes or any other accessory to make your shower worry-free while maintaining its original beauty.

Bestbath provides luxury bathing options, expertise, ease and peace of
mind to any bathroom remodel project. Our state of the art manufacturing
process ensures you get the premier shower or bathtub bathing system you need,
with the flexibility to offer customized options that will enhance any home’s décor
and last a lifetime.

SnapJoint Assembly
Walls on remodel units snap together for easy
but watertight installation

Beautiful

Functional
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To match your color scheme
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It’s simple. A home’s bathroom should be stunning.
That’s why Bestbath® custom manufactures each
shower and bathtub to exude luxury and beauty.
Choose from hundreds of color options, or completely
transform the look of your tub or shower by selecting
granite colors. Whatever the vision, we can make it
happen—beautifully.

Custom Tile Accenting
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Flange Trim or Window Kit
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With matching or contrasting colors to avoid
drywall repairs
5
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Curbed Thresholds or Barrier Free
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Integral Plywood Reinforced Walls
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Composite
Wall Structure
Gel Coat Finish
(color)

Composite Floor Structure
Gel Coat Finish
Fiberglass
Barrier Coat

Optional
Accenting
(not shown post applied)

3/8 Regular or
1/2 inch Plywood
HG Only

Barrier Coat

Fiberglass

Fiberglass & Resin
Steel Reinforcement
High-Density Polyurethane

superior construction

Showers

Tubs

Showers

Tub-Showers

Walk-In/Slide-In Tubs

Choose Bestbath for your bathing needs and you’ll
get the ultimate in beauty and durability. From total
color customization, to the tough composite structurally
reinforced walls with an attractive gelcoat finish,
Bestbath sets the standards for elegance in design.

Offering style and functionality, Bestbath tub-shower
combinations are a great fit for your remodel
project. With an extensive line of tub-showers and
accompanying design choices, you can be sure that
you’ll get the right tub-shower to fit your needs and
unique style.

Bestbath walk-in tubs offer unparalleled design
features and innovation. Every tub features a strong
stainless steel latch that is simple to use and can be
easily adjusted using the lever. Plus, all walk-in tubs
have pre-installed plumbing with all connection lines,
so professional installation is quick and straightforward.

• Multiple threshold heights for all applications

• Custom color accents make a statement and
offer décor flexibility

• Luxurious seat warmer comes standard in all
walk-in tubs

• Snapjoint assembly for easy installation, a clean look
and watertight corners

• All surrounds have gelcoat surfaces that are
easier to clean and maintain than tile

• Custom color options

• No mud setting required, saving time and money

• Laminated wood-reinforced walls allow for grab
bars to be easily installed anywhere in the shower
without additional structural bracing

• Hundreds of shower designs made to fit your
unique needs

• Customizable accent colors

Shower Pans
Increase your design options with Bestbath shower
pans. Our shower pans are built to last and are available
in a full range of sizes and threshold heights, including
curbed and low-profile. Bestbath shower pans allow for
the use of tile walls without the worry and maintenance
of tile floors.
• Fast and easy installation
• Leak-proof
• Pre-leveled at the factory for an exact slope to
drain every time
• Designed for use with tile walls
• No mud setting required, saving time and money

• Comfortable contoured seat, grab bar and a
non-skid floor
• Therapeutic air/water jet combo available
• Limited lifetime warranty

Innovation

Accessories

Designer Series

No bath or shower is complete without the right
accessories. Whether used for safety, functionality
or simply décor, Bestbath accessories perfectly
accompany showers and tubs. The Great Grabz line
of decorative grab bars brings sophisticated elegance
to any bathroom, while soap dishes, no-caulk drains
and window and flange trim kits take your bath or
shower to the next level of performance and style.

Who said accessibility has to be dull? Bestbath
Designer Series offers the customizable options
you need to make showers a thing of beauty. Simply
choose from a selection of our top selling showers,
and we’ll manufacture it with recessed panels.
You can fill these spaces with your choice of tile, such
as colorful glass or ceramic, for a custom design to fit
your project’s style and décor. Tile installs quickly, is
easy to maintain, and will not leak—eliminating the
possibility of water damage.

Custom Bathing Solutions
One size doesn’t always fit all. A bath or shower that
works for one project might be wrong for another.
That’s where we make you look good. As your partner,
we can manufacture any bathing solution to your
project’s exact specifications. From sizing to functionality,
and safety needs to aesthetics, your dedicated Bestbath
professional will work with you to ensure you get the
right bath or shower—every time!

About Bestbath
Bestbath is the world’s leading manufacturer of bathing
products for people of all abilities. Our products —
from walk-in tubs to traditional shower inserts — are
designed to be functional and beautiful now, but also
to be easily modified as needs and abilities change.
Bestbath works closely with architects, commercial
project developers and homeowners to ensure that our
designs provide them with function and value today
and for years to come.
Better living begins with Bestbath.

BESTBATH PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN THE USA
and come with a 30-year limited warranty so you can
relax knowing you’re covered now and in the future.
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